We design a facility that captivates peripheral settings, like a hub where all four different programs can interact. The building harmonizes the proportion by setting an open square at the bottom and intermediate part, while spreading out the slender dimension of surface at the bottom towards the top. This volume brings resemblance to each of the four programs. The building distinguishes its character by integrating the four programs in one.

The facility is composed with a square, open to the public set at the bottom part of the building, whereas observatory garden placed on the rooftop. Moreover, three plazas are placed between the intermediate floors. We propose such design for refreshing community space between the recessed floors to take in natural light while it complements the independence of the higher towers. This architecture discovers synergy beyond the programs by placing the plazas acting as the hub to interact each floors.

This building is organized on the roof of a square, open to the public set at the bottom part of the building, whereas observatory garden placed on the rooftop. Moreover, three plazas are placed between the intermediate floors. We propose such design for refreshing community space between the recessed floors to take in natural light while it complements the independence of the higher towers. This architecture discovers synergy beyond the programs by placing the plazas acting as the hub to interact each floors.